
Shuja Rabbani launches ‘Pod Your Heart Out’
podcast to amplify best practices in human
resources & leadership
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Leadership coach and human resources

consultant Shuja Rabbani has launched

‘Pod Your Heart Out’ podcast to push for

employee advocacy in the new world of

work.

DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES, June

22, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Following the coronavirus pandemic

crisis that workplaces, business

leaders, and human resources

practitioners were facing last year in

2020, it became obvious that old ways

of working in comfort zones was not

going to work anymore. Human

resources practitioners, like Rabbani

himself, had found themselves shell-

shocked to see the global impact the

pandemic was having on workers

around the world in just about every industry.

Rabbani himself comes from the airline industry which was heavily hit by the 2020 COVID-19

pandemic and he states, “What I heard happen to some of my former work colleagues in the

process of separation from their now former employer was completely unacceptable to me as a

human resources practitioner. The way some people got treated at the end of their employee life

cycle was ethically and morally wrong and it is not what I would call ‘best HR practices’.”

‘Pod Your Heart Out’ podcast aims is to create a movement around employee advocacy and

bringing about awareness to leaders in human resources field and business executives to take

note of lessons learned during the pandemic and to live up to their promise of ‘people first’.

“Many companies claim their people are their biggest assets but then last year at the height of

the global pandemic we saw that this was not true because people were the first assets that
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podcast

were written off from the organizations’

balance sheets. I come from an airline

background where thousands of employees

were either laid off or furloughed from their

jobs, even until today, but not a single

aircraft was written off or aircraft orders

being canceled to save the jobs of the

employees. So, as an HR practitioner, when I

now hear companies say ‘our people are our

biggest assets’ I know that’s meant to be

taken with a very large pinch of salt because

the true face of such business leaders or

companies show when it’s crisis time”, claims

Rabbani.

The coronavirus pandemic, along with the

Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement, created

a global awakening to bringing the topics of

racism, equality, and justice to the forefront

of important discussions in the workplace.

As a result of that, workplaces are no longer

shying away from talking about these critical

social matters which are also frequent subjects of trainings on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

(DE&I) in human resources departments around the world.

‘Pod Your Heart Out’ podcast is designed as short talking points with discussions around current

Many companies claim their

people are their biggest

assets but then when Covid-

19 pandemic crisis hit,

people were the first assets

that were written off from

the organizations’ balance

sheets.”

Shuja Rabbani

public topics that relate to how workplaces are displaying

leadership deficiency and how lack of good practices in

human resources in times of crisis are impacting workers

around the world. It is a seasonal podcast that is divided

into twenty-four episodes in each season. The podcast is

currently on its first season with a roadmap that

anticipates having guest speakers and contributing writers

for the podcast website’s blog section.

‘Pod Your Heart Out’ is exclusively hosted by Shuja Rabbani

and the podcast aims to add value to career growth and

development of business leaders and human resources

practitioners to enrich the employee experience of workers around the world. Pod Your Heart

Out podcast is currently listen on all the leading podcast directories such as Apple Podcasts,

Google Podcasts, Amazon Music, Spotify, and Stitcher.

https://www.shujarabbani.com
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/pod-your-heart-out/id1571033828
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